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Thin-walled shrink tubing HIS-3-24/8-PEX-RD

Hellermann Tyton
HIS-3-24/8-PEX-RD
308-32402
4031026218960 EAN/GTIN

13,71 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 3-5 days* (GBR)

Heat shrink tubing HIS-3-24/8-PEX-RD type heat shrink, thin-walled design, shrink ratio 3:1, inner diameter before shrinking 25.4mm, inner diameter after shrinking 8mm,
nominal diameter in other inches, wall thickness after shrinking 1mm, length 3m, operating temperature - 55 ... 135°C, color red, material polyolefins (PO-X), UL approval, the
entire application range from 1 mm to 20 mm in diameter is covered with only 5 hose sizes. Large shrink ratio 3:1. The packaging in dispenser boxes allows easy handling, as
well as dust-free and orderly storage even after opening. Suitable for the HIS service station. HIS-3 for electrical insulation and colored marking. Offers high protection against
mechanical abrasion.
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
before any discounts (Source of gross list prices: Germany).
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